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I. COMMENTS 

We commend the authors on a well conceived and well written methodology. The comments in this 
screening report include some editorial revisions that ACR requests the methodology author make before 
ACR posts the draft methodology for public comment. They also include some comments that are not 
requested changes, but are issues that may arise during public comment and/or peer review. Ultimately 
the methodology author must respond to and justify his/her choices to the peer reviewers, not to ACR. 

A1. Scope and definitions. 

The second paragraph “Baseline determination is project-specific and must describe the harvesting 
scenario that would maximize net present value (NPV) of perpetual wood products harvests” is perhaps 
too brief here and may raise questions early on, since the methodology is applicable to all non-federal 
U.S. forestlands. Suggest adding text such as “… per the assumptions as described in section  A4, where 
various discount rate levels for different land ownership classes are used as proxies for the multiple 
forest management objectives typical of each land type eligible under this methodology…” You need not 
use this exact wording but it may be useful to somehow flesh out the current paragraph. 

Agree.  Paragraph changed. 

A2. Applicability conditions 

Second bullet “The methodology applies to lands that are or could be subject to commercial timber 
harvesting activities…” “Are or could be” seems too broad. Surely all lands applying this methodology, 
which uses NPV maximization as a baseline, are subject to some level of ongoing commercial timber 
harvest. This is suggested in B1, Project eligibility, where all project lands must be under an existing forest 
management plan and evidence of existing and ongoing forest management, with timber harvest as the 
primary objective, must be provided. Wouldn’t it be consistent with those eligibility conditions to remove 
“or could be”? 

Agree.  “Could be” wording dropped.   

Is there a reason why the requirement of FSC, SFI or ATFS certification applies only to private forestlands? 
If this is primarily a mechanism to address leakage risk, should it also applied to the public non-federal, 
NGO and Tribal forestlands eligible under this methodology? Certification may not be feasible for those 
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other land ownership classes but perhaps the applicability conditions should include some requirement 
serving a similar purpose for them? 

Agree.  Certification requirements have been modified. Our thinking was that proof of sustainable 
management is demonstrated through the use of certification (like FSC, SFI, ATFS) however it is also 
established by long term management plans that are approved and regularly updated  by a local unit of 
elected government officials, or by state or federal agencies.  For example, in the case of Tribal lands 
management plans are typically approved by a Federal agency. In the case of state lands, long-term 
management plans are frequently developed and approved by state forestry agencies.  In the case of 
county owned land the approval body may be elected members of a County Board of Supervisors. 

A3. Pools and sources 

Under leakage sources, are there any scenarios in which eligible forestlands (at least 10% stocked, and 
managed primarily for timber harvest) could nonetheless have sufficient forage understory for livestock, 
and be currently grazed at least part of the year? Possibly the answer to this is that any grazing activities 
going on in the baseline would continue at the same levels under the project scenario and so there is no 
leakage impact. 

We agree that livestock utilization will be the same in the baseline and the project scenario and there is 
no leakage impact.  The tables under A3 have been modified accordingly. 

A4. Methodology summary 

This is the part of the methodology that I believe will raise the most questions. The Finite Carbon 
Corporation methodology made the assumption that NPV maximization at 6% discount rates was an 
appropriate and conservative way to establish the baseline for the limited and specific type of lands 
eligible under that methodology. Here you acknowledge that the other forestland ownership classes 
eligible under this methodology (private non-industrial, Tribal, non-governmental organization, and state 
and county) do in fact manage lands for a broad range of purposes, not exclusively and in many cases not 
primarily NPV maximization; but then argue that NPV maximization can still be a proxy for their multi-use 
management as long as appropriate discount rates (obviously less aggressive for these owners than for 
the industrial timberlands) are chosen. This is quite possible. The resulting baseline approach has the 
benefit of being relatively standardized – not as standardized as a CAR-style baseline based on FIA 
assessment areas, but likely more conservative than that, and more standardized than a typical CDM-
style baseline since the Project Proponent is required to use specified discount rates. Ultimately, ACR will 
not make a determination on this point; rather, the methodology author will need to justify this to the 
peer reviewers, who may differ with the approach or argue for different discount rates in Table 1. So this 
is not a required change, just a comment. 

Agree.  Section has been modified to further clarify applicability and eligibility. 

This entire section A4 is not really a methodology summary, but rather a new baseline approach. I 
suggest making it section C1 and then re-numbering the other parts of section C accordingly. 

Agree.  This section and Table 1 have been moved to C1.  A4 has been modified to be more descriptive as 
a summary only. 
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Last paragraph on page 8: the acronym “FI” is not defined. 

Agree.  The use of FI was deleted and replaced with Private Industrial (PI). 

Second paragraph on page 9: “The project strategy will involve lowering the NPV” is not very clear. I 
believe what you mean is: “…Project Proponents shall use the baseline discount rate values in Table 1 for 
the appropriate ownership class to identify a project-specific NPV-maximizing baseline scenario as 
described in section C1. Project Proponents then design a project scenario for the purposes of increased 
carbon sequestration. The project scenario by definition will result in a lower NPV than the baseline 
scenario.” 

Agree.  Wording has been modified 

B1. Project eligibility 

Evidence of existing and ongoing forest management must be provided, as in the Finite methodology, but 
the examples there of what sort of documentation can be provided as evidence have been removed. 
Those might be useful to re-insert, with modifications as needed, to give guidance to Project Proponents 
what sort of documentation they have to provide to substantiate that the project lands are indeed under 
ongoing forest management with the primary objective of engaging in timber harvest activities. 

Agree.  Wording on eligibility has been modified to make proof of compliance more clear for each 
ownership class. 

B2. Project geographic boundary 

You refer briefly to aggregation, which may be quite common under this methodology (at least when 
applied to NIPFs). It may be useful to reference the aggregation guidance in the ACR Forest Carbon 
Project Standard.  Not necessarily in any detail; you could simply say “Chapter 7 of the ACR Forest Carbon 
Project Standard provides guidelines for aggregating multiple landholdings into a single forest carbon 
project, as a means to reduce per-acre transaction costs of inventory, verification etc.” 

Agree.  Section has been modified. 

B5. Permanence 

The second-to-last paragraph on page 11 should probably start with: “If using a buffer contribution to 
mitigate reversals, … " Project Proponents will only have to conduct the risk assessment discussed in this 
paragraph if they are using a buffer contribution. If they are using an alternate ACR-approved risk 
mitigation product such as the Carbon Reduction Guarantee, they will not do this risk assessment. 

Agree.  Section has been modified.   

C1.1 Confidentiality of proprietary information 

Please add the underlined words to the second-to-last sentence: “The GHG Program authorities and 
validation/verification body shall utilize this information only to the extent required to register the 
project and issue ERTs.” 

Agree.  Changes have been made throughout document. 
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C3. Baseline net reductions and removals 

Shouldn't equations (4), (5) and (6) include the term * 44/12 since they are calculating metric tons CO2 

rather than metric tons of carbon? 

We prefer to avoid the use of the acronym C interchangeably for Carbon and CO2 as well as equation 
variables that have CO2= C * 44/12.  We have therefore added definitions of CO2 and CO2e under section 
A1 and removed 44/12 from the equations in an attempt to avoid confusion and to simplify them.   

C4. Monitoring requirements for baseline renewal 

Please replace the first bullet on page 21, “Undergoing verification by an approved verifier,” with: 
“Undergoing validation and verification by an approved validation/verification body.” Per the ACR 
Standard v2.1, both independent validation of the GHG Project Plan and independent verification of GHG 
assertions are now required. They may occur at the same time and be done by the same ACR-approved, 
ANSI-accredited validation/verification body.  

Agree.  Changes have been made throughout document. 

C5. Estimation of baseline uncertainty 

In the second paragraph, please replace “module” with “section.” “Module” is a hold-over from an 
unrelated methodology. 

Agree.  Module has been replaced with Section throughout document. 

I am unclear why the structure of equation (10) differs from equation (15) in the Finite methodology. It 
may be correct. However it seems to omit uncertainty in baseline GHG emission sources, which is 
included in the Finite methodology. 

Yes, equations were slightly modified.  We decided to modify (Finite equation 15) to create more 
specificity around key variables.  The basic idea of Finite equation 15 is to calculate a weighted average 
uncertainty value.  Finite’s equation implies that there is an uncertainty value for all strata, yet there is no 
protocol (to our knowledge) that contains estimates of  harvested wood products or GHG burning 
emission uncertainty values (UBSL,ss,i ).  Without this value there is no multiplier for EBSL,ss,i .  In our 
modifications (Columbia Carbon equation 10), we are trying to make things more clear by describing each 
variable individually (one variable for trees, one for dead wood, one for emissions from biomass) and  a 
weighted uncertainty value for baseline GHG emissions sources.    

D2. Monitoring project implementation 

In the third bullet on page 23, please replace the word “certification” with “validation”. 

Agree.  Change has been made. 

D3. Monitoring of carbon stocks in selected pools 

In the last sentence in the first paragraph, please add “… shall be available for validation and verification, 
as appropriate." 
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Agree.  Change has been made. 

D5. Estimation of project emission reductions or enhanced removals 

In equation (11), I believe the description of parameter GHGP,t should be greenhouse gas emission (in 
metric tons CO2) in year t in the project resulting from the implementation of the project scenario, not 
the baseline. 

Agree.  Change has been made 

Shouldn't equations (12) and (13) include the term * 44/12 since they are calculating metric tons CO2 rather 
than metric tons of carbon? 

We prefer to avoid the use of the acronym C interchangeably for Carbon and CO2 as well as equation 
variables that have CO2= C * 44/12.  We have therefore added definitions of CO2 and CO2e under section 
A1 and removed 44/12 from the equations in an attempt to avoid confusion and to simplify them.   

Equation (14): same comment as for equation (11). I think GHGP,t should refer to the project scenario, not 
the baseline. 

Agree.  Change has been made. 

D8. Estimation of with-project uncertainty 

In the second paragraph, please replace “module” with “section.” 

Agree.  Change has been made. 

I am unclear why the structure of equation (21) differs from equation (26) in the Finite methodology. It 
may be correct. However it seems to omit uncertainty in baseline GHG emission sources, which is 
included in the Finite methodology. 

Yes, equations were slightly modified.  We decided to modify (Finite equation 26) to create more 
specificity around key variables.  The basic idea of Finite equation 26 is to calculate a weighted average 
uncertainty value.  Finite’s equation implies that there is an uncertainty value for all strata, or carbon 
pool, yet there is no protocol (to our knowledge) that contains estimates of  harvested wood products or 
GHG burning emission uncertainty values (UBSL,ss,i ).  Without this value there is no multiplier for 
EBSL,ss,i .  In our modifications (Columbia Carbon equation 21), we are trying to make things more clear 
by describing each variable individually (one variable for trees, one for dead wood, one for emissions from 
biomass) and  a weighted uncertainty value for project GHG emissions sources.    

 F3. Calculation of total project uncertainty 

The parameter UNCWP,t should instead be UNCP,t. “WP” could be confused with wood products; at any 
rate, UNCP,t is the parameter derived in section D8.  

Agree.  WP has been changed to “P” 

G1. Calculation of ERTs 
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The parameter ∆CP,t should be “change in project carbon stocks and GHG emissions (in metric tons CO2e) 
for year t. 

Agree.  Equation has been modified 

The parameter ∆CBSL,t should be “change in baseline carbon stocks and GHG emissions (in metric tons 
CO2e) for year t. 

Agree.  Equation has been modified 

The parameter LK comes from section D7, not D6. 

Agree.  Reference has been changed.  

General 

1. The current version of the ACR Forest Carbon Project Standard is v2.1, not 2.0. Please correct this 
in section B3 and footnotes 10, 12 and 22. 

Agree.  References have been corrected 

2. Please search-and-replace “project participant” with “Project Proponent” throughout. I realize 
“project participant” is occasionally used in the Finite methodology but this was an unintentional 
holdover from other methodology sources. 

Agree. Document has been corrected 

3. Please also consistently capitalize Project Proponent and other ACR-defined terms (Start Date, 
Crediting Period, etc). This helps clarify that the term as defined by ACR is being used. 

Agree. Document has been corrected 

4. Please check to make sure that all the parameter descriptions below each equation include units. 
Usually they do but a few are missing. An example is ERCH4 on page 16, where the units would be 
kg C as CH4 (kg C burned)-1 

Agree. Document has been corrected 

II. NEXT STEPS 

ACR will prepare a proposed contract, between Winrock International and Columbia Carbon LLC, covering 
ACR’s costs to administer the public comment and peer review process.  

Once the methodology incorporating the above edits has been returned to ACR, we will post it for public 
comment for approximately 4 weeks. We will compile any public comments into a comment-and-
response document for response by the authors. The authors should then prepare another revision, 
incorporating changes from the public comments and justifying in the comment-and-response document 
any changes not incorporated. This revision will then be sent to 3 peer reviewers. ACR will compile all 
peer review comments into a similar comment-and-response document, and again the authors will 
incorporate revisions and justify in the peer review comment-and-response document any changes not 
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incorporated. At the conclusion of peer review, the final methodology will be published on the ACR 
website, along with the process documentation.  


